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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Badminton Shuttlecocks
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact108.04.0048

Title: Badminton Shuttlecocks

Date: 1928 – 1950

Material: cardboard; plastic; rubber; feathers;

Dimensions: 15.5 cm

Description: Orange, black, and grey cardboard tube with four shuttlecocks inside - all
four are predominantly white, two have red accents and two have purple.
All appear used.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

sports equipment

sports;

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 108.04.0048
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Banff Springs Golf Club : celebrating 100 years /
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue14033

Author: Hart, E. J

Responsibility: E.J.(Ted) Hart

Publisher: Banff, Alta. : Summerthought Pub.,

Published Date: 2011

Physical Description: 192 p. : ill. (some col.), ports. (some col.)

Medium: Library - Book (including soft-cover and pamphlets)

Subjects: Golf courses

Crosby family

Banff Springs Hotel

ISBN: 9781926983028

Accession Number: 8182

Call Number: 02.8 H25ba

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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Beaded Belt
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.07.0327

Title: Beaded Belt

Date: 1910 – 1960

Material: leather; beads; metal;

Dimensions: 0.3 x 6.1 x 74.4 cm

Description: Short thin beaded leather belt decorated in a geometric repeating pattern
done in red, green, and blue beads on a white background. The metal
buckle is lightly decorated. Also includes a small blue elastic fabric band
with an unknown purpose.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

beaded belt

personal decoration

clothing;

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 103.07.0327
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Bowler Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1079

Title: Bowler Hat

Date: n.d.

Dimensions: 15.0 x 24.0 x 29.0 cm

Description: A black bowler hat that is low-crowned and close-fitting, the sides of the
brim upturned. There is a grosgrain hatband with a bow, viewer’s right,
and the brim is edged in black grosgrain as well. The sweatband is light
brown with a silk ribbon bow at the top of the back seam and above that a
white paper hat size sticker with black lettering “Qualy (sic) 429 Shape
Size 6 3/4”. There is a teal blue seal stamp on the forehead part of the
sweatband “JESS APPLEGATH”, a lion logo, MEN’S HATS ONLY” and
a also midway, viewer’s left, a crown on top, “JESS APPLEGATH, a lion
between two flags logo, and underneath “85. YONGE NEAR KING ST.
TORONTO 473. ST. CATHERINE ST. WEST NEAR PEEL ST.
MONTREAL , MEN’S HATS ONLY REGISTERED”. Stamped in gold on
the inside crown a crown on top, “JESS APPLEGATH”, a lion between
two flags logo, and underneath “85. YONGE NEAR KING ST. TORONTO
473. ST. CATHERINE ST. WEST NEAR PEEL ST. MONTREAL, MEN’S
HATS ONLY REGISTERED”.

Subject: households

outdoor

Crosby family

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 103.04.1079
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Brownie Camera
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0190

Title: Brownie Camera

Date: 1931 – 1931

Material: cardboard; metal; leather; glass;

Dimensions: 10.8 x 8.8 x 14.0 cm

Description: Black hard leather-sided No. 2 Brownie camera in its original packaging.
Camera has a leather handle on the top, along with one viewfinder - a
second viewfinder is on the adjacent side, which also as a round metal
crank. The back panel of the camera can be removed in order to access
the film compartment. The cardboard box folds together and is not held
with adhesives - except where the lip of the lid fit against the front panel.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

cameras

Kodak

advertisement

packaging;

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0190

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0181

Title: Camera

Date: 1889 – 1945

Material: metal; glass; leather;

Dimensions: 19.7 x 20.0 x 14.4 cm

Description: Black leather and silver metal 4x6 Curt Bentzin Görlitz camera with a fold-
down front panel that exposes the lens and bellows, a leather handle and
two adjustment knobs on one side, a pop-up view finder on top, and fold-
out leather flaps that access the exposure plate. Small metal levers
throughout allow different panels in the camera to open - three holes
along the bottom [one on the body of the camera and two on the fold-
down lens plate] allow the camera to be mounted on a tripod.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

cameras

photography;

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0181

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Accessories
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0185%20a%2cb

Title: Camera Accessories

Date: 1923 – 1940

Material: metal; glass; fabric;

Dimensions: 4.2 x 4.1 x 9.6 cm

Description: Silver metal Kodak lens with mounting plate that includes a fold-up view
finder [possibly for a Ciné-Kodak motion picture camera] with black
velvet-lined lens caps and a black fabric-wrapped extension trigger for an
unknown camera.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

camera equipment

camera lens

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0185 a,b

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Case
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0188

Title: Camera Case

Date: 1952 – 1952

Material: cardboard; paper; plastic; leather; metal;

Dimensions: 7.9 x 12.5 x 19.6 cm

Description: View-Master Personal Stereo Camera leather carrying case in the
original box - the case has never been used. The carrying case is made
of tan-coloured leather and consists of two pieces that snap together with
three small metal snaps - two on the bottom and one at the back. Also on
the bottom is a large silver metal screw that attaches the case to the
camera. The interior of the case is stuffed with packing paper and has an
extra tan strap rolled up in the middle - an additional black leather strap in
a plastic sleeve is also included. The box consists of a patterned maroon
body with a silver and green lid.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

camera equipment

camera accessories

photography;

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0188

Images

Camera Lenses
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0192%20a%2cb

Title: Camera Lenses

Date: 1950 – 1955

Material: leather; fabric; velvet; metal; glass;

Dimensions: 13.6 cm
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Description: Two Canon camera lenses in leather cases. The larger one is a f:3.5
135mm lens with lens caps on both ends in a brown leather carry case
along with its 135mm viewfinder attachment. The leather case is lined
with red velvet - the lens sits in the main body and in the lid is a false-
bottom compartment that houses the viewfinder - the cap hinges off on a
short strip of leather and snaps closed. Looped through the leather carry
strap is a long metal chain held closed with a clasp.The smaller one is a
f:2.8 35mm lens with only one lens cap in a brown leather case along with
a Braun f=38mm viewfinder attachment. The leather case is line with red
velvet with indented cut-outs for the lens and the viewfinder in the main
body - the lid hinges back on a small piece of leather and has a small
clasp on the front.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

camera equipment

camera accessories

photography;

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0192 a,b

Images

Candle Holder
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact102.05.0124

Title: Candle Holder

Date: 1915 – 1916
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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Material: metal;

Dimensions: 19.4 x 7.0 x 15.5 cm

Description: Metal candle holder made from old artillery ammunition consisting of a
central large silver bullet capped with a gold-coloured cap and decorative
bauble on top and a copper band around the base, two gold-coloured
candle holders on either side of an inscription on the bullet that reads “Q.
F. 18PR V F. C. F. 4-4-16,” and a wider gold-coloured base that has a
small silver plaque that has the inscription “THE SHRAPNEL STAND
COLONIAL FIXTURES LTD. REGISTERED 1915.”Souvenirs made from
spent artillery shells were common during World War I. Objects such as
boxes/cases, candle holders, simple toys, plates, cups, and more were
prevalent due to the simple modifications to the ammunition that were
needed.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

WWI

World War I

souvenirs

light fixtures

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 102.05.0124
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